The cyber threat landscape is complex and ever-evolving. No one firm can anticipate every threat, everywhere, all the time. Alone, firms must constantly battle to stay ahead of borderless cyber threats utilizing whatever resources they have to do so. This is increasingly difficult in a digital world where every device, user, and supplier is a potential entry point for threat actors.

FS-ISAC is the member-driven, not-for-profit organization that advances cybersecurity and resilience in the global financial system, protecting financial institutions and the people they serve. Founded in 1999, the organization's real-time information sharing network amplifies the intelligence, knowledge, and practices of its members for the financial sector's collective security and defense. Member financial firms represent $100 trillion in assets in more than 75 countries.

FS-ISAC’s three pillars of offerings, Intelligence, Security, and Resilience, allow member firms to tap into crowdsourced and enriched intelligence, security knowledge, and resilience practices to integrate into their own firm's feedback loops for reducing cyber risk.

**Intelligence**
Tailored intelligence, technical products, and briefings enable cyber defense teams to understand the threat landscape in order to defend against it, inform resilience planning and exercise scenarios, and help risk managers calculate risk exposure.

**Security**
Through our many communities of interest, working groups, events, and secure member chat platform, as well as guides and white papers, members maximize their precious cybersecurity resources through learning what works from peers.

**Resilience**
Members build the muscle memory and concrete procedures to respond to attacks through exercises, training, and playbooks. FS-ISAC coordinates sector, cross-sector, and public-private response to large-scale threats and enhancement of operational resilience.

FS-ISAC’s community enables firms to know exactly what their peers are experiencing, how it is impacting their unique environments, and how to benchmark their own firm’s

### Regional Focus: EMEA

| ~50 Countries | ~2700 Intelligence Exchange Users |

### Membership Benefits
- Threat calls
- Annual Summit
- Exercises
- Regional Briefing

The FS-ISAC Global Intelligence Office (GIO) also coordinates with other cybersecurity organizations, companies, and agencies around the world to ensure actionable and timely cyber intelligence is disseminated to our members. GIO is a 24/7, follow-the-sun operation with teams in Singapore, the Netherlands, the United Kingdom, and the United States.